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Take a Dive into Last Call!  
National Dive Bar Day on Thursday July 7, 2022 Calls for a Custom Tattoo, Shotgun-a-Beer 

Contest, and Shot-Ski Contest 
 
True to its name, Last Call Bar [Washington, DC] pays tribute to the unglamorous, eclectic, old-style bars 
with inexpensive drinks, dim lighting, shabby or dated decor, neon beer signs, and a local clientele. This is 
where the hardcore trailblazers of the night imbibe into the wee hours. Owner and master of mixology, Gina 
Chersevani, has a winning streak going on with bragging rights, following a slam dunk on Guys Grocery's 
Games this past November. And now, Chersevani is giving the chance for bar goers drinking on National 
Dive Bar Day, Thursday, July 7, 2022, to win a custom, Last Call Tattoo from the acclaimed District 
Tattoo and to celebrate with Drinking Games and Happy Hour Drink Specials! 
 
In partnership with the highly-sought after District Tattoo Company, a vegan-ink tattoo has been developed 
– with a design including Last Call Bar. One lucky winner of the social media competition will win the chance 
to receive this one-of-a-kind tattoo and will have FREE BEER for LIFE at Last Call Bar! To enter, gotta follow 
@lastcallbardc on Instagram - for rules and regulations.   
  
A boozy blast of beverages will flow during Happy Hour [7PM-9PM] with drinks from the talented team, led 
by head bartender Rachel Sergi. Raise a celebratory glass filled with festive party pours like Mind 
Erasers, Kamikazes, and Rumplemintz. And, lucky winners of the Shotgun-a-Beer Contest and the Shot-Ski 
Contest will take home a slew of special prizes! A Jell-O Shot Extravaganza will continue through closing - 
so you can keep dancing from dusk to dawn!   
  
Since opening in 2019, Last Call Bar has quickly become a beloved and welcoming neighborhood hangout 
with hop-forward beers, frozen libations, and playful riffs on cocktail classics!  
 
 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé 
president, simoneink, llc  
simone@simoneink.com  


